
O U R  M I S S I O N  I S  C L E A R :  redefine 
business. Welcome to our corporate evolution—
fueled by values and strengthened by people.

Malouf Companies™ spans 19 years, six states, and multiple 

industries. Headquartered in the largely rural Cache Valley, 

Malouf™ brings high-quality jobs and economic stimulus to 

northern Utah, employing over 1,600 people and operating in 

three corporate offices and seven distribution centers. The 

Malouf™ network of over 55 brands and businesses generates 

revenue that in turn fuels the Malouf Foundation™. 

The Malouf Foundation™ works to fight child sexual 

exploitation and sex trafficking through education, healing, 

and advocacy. In January 2022, the Elizabeth Smart 

Foundation officially became part of the Malouf Foundation™ 

to broaden the impact of both organizations. Together, they 

hope to advocate for and empower individuals, communities, 

and survivors through their initiatives.

Malouf™ underwent a rigorous third-party assessment 

by B Labs in 2019 to become Utah’s largest Certified B 

Corporation®. The certification means the company focuses 

on using business as a force for good by serving a triple 

bottom line of people, planet, and profits.

CEO and Co-Founder of Malouf Companies™, Sam 
Malouf, said, “When my wife Kacie and I founded 
Malouf ™ in 2003, we had no idea what our small business 
could become. We’ve invested in our employees, our 
community, and in Utah as the business has boomed, and 
we don’t imagine any future where that strategy changes.” 



Malouf Home™

This cornerstone home brand was founded in 2003 by Sam and Kacie Malouf. Today, 

the Malouf Home™ product lineup includes furniture, mattresses, adjustable bed 

bases, pillows, sheets, mattress protectors, bed frames, and mattress toppers. You 

can find their products in over 16,000 retail locations and 56 countries. 

Tamarak™ Capital
Tamarak™ is a venture-focused family office with a diverse 15-company portfolio. 

Tamarak™ combines its partners’ experience in scaling high-growth ventures with 

additional personnel resources (e.g., marketing, accounting, operations, etc.) to help 

each investment succeed. 

Mass Retail
The Malouf™ brand family includes national bestsellers Lucid™ and Linenspa™. 

Every four seconds, a product is sold—totaling thousands of mattresses and pieces 

of furniture per day on major ecommerce channels and in stores. Using unmatched 

creative capabilities, the Malouf Companies™ mass retail teams have also worked on 

house brands and private-label programs for Walmart, Wayfair, Target, and Macy’s.

Downeast Home and Apparel
Malouf Companies™ is revitalizing the retail staple of the Intermountain West after 

an acquisition in 2019. Founded in 1991, Downeast™ combines furniture and apparel 

into a total offering for both home and wardrobe, with more than 40 retail locations in 

Utah, Arizona, Idaho, and Nevada along with two popular ecommerce websites. 

Impact Suite™

A tech pioneer in app-based mental health resources, Impact Suite™ provides users 

with virtual treatment solutions. A team of health experts have designed four apps, 

with a fifth launching later this year so users can harness real-time outcome data 

to track progress and success. The program has helped hundreds of thousands of 

individuals find deeper healing and recovery in over 150 countries.

Citrus Pear™

Citrus Pear™ makes healthy eating easy. With locations in over 30 grocery stores 

across five states, Citrus Pear™ offers meal-prep classes, order pickup, or meal 

delivery of dinners created by registered dietitians for delicious, allergy-friendly 

recipes ready to cook at anytime.

NOTEWORTHY COMPANIES IN THE MALOUF™ FAMILY INCLUDE


